
Award Winners Showcase



Winner: Hart Shoreditch Hotel, London - The Art of Nature, in partnership with Atelier Roc

Best Partnership Marketing - Sponsored by WedPro by Wedding Dates

Entry Showcase

Atelier Roc showcased a series of artworks and installations titled

The Art of Nature to show at the hotel.  The art exhibition showcased

the first limited batch of Jacquard throws as well as take viewers on

an artistic journey of the design and fabrication process.  The Art of

Nature exhibition was aimed to bring a new perspective to fabric

design looking at biomorphic and geometric forms found in nature. 

As a result,  the campaign achieved the highest ADR and RevPar

over the week and press coverage was generated across a range of

UK media publications. The hotel received fantastic exposure across

social media and mainstream media outlets, raising its profile in the

UK.

This entry ticks all the judging criteria and is everything you could

expect from Partnership Marketing. It is more than just a partnership

promotion, it envelops the DNA of the hotel. However, judges did

comment that they would like to have seen more tangible results.

Brilliant story-telling, from an exceptional entry that is more than just

a campaign.

With the current trend of embracing holistic experiences, this hotel

goes one step further, embracing holistic commerce as well.

The campaign is a huge win for the customer too, delivering a new

level of sensory delight.

As an award sponsor, we were honoured to support the Hotel

Marketing Association Awards, particularly the Best Partnership

Marketing category. At WedPro by WeddingDates, we hold

partnerships in high regard and have a keen interest in the dynamic

world of marketing. The winning entry, 'Hart Shoreditch Hotel - The

Art of Nature,' in partnership with Atelier Roc, exemplified innovation,

creativity, and a deep understanding of their audience. We believe

that fostering such partnerships is essential for the growth and

success of the hospitality sector. Congratulations to the deserving

winners for setting an exceptional standard in our continually

evolving industry!

Judges Comments

Sponsor Comments

https://www.hospa.org/sponsorship-keystep-solutions




Winner: The Landmark London - Great Central Pub by Matt Fletcher

Entry Showcase

Best Food & Beverage Marketing - Sponsored by Keystep Solutions

The winner was a good all-round campaign with an excellent

execution and impressive results. This was a toughly

contested category but the judges particularly liked that the

winning entry involved the in-house team, emphasised local

produce, cared about social responsibility and had a very

well thought out detailed strategy.

In summary: In a very short time frame of 4 months, and using

a multi-channel strategy approach ranging from digital and

social to PR and partnerships, they successfully managed to

reposition their restaurant, creating a more diverse offering

and very significantly increasing their revenue.

Judges Comments





Winner: Titchwell Manor Hotel - Exclusive Use Weddings

Best Meeting & Events Marketing - Sponsored by BVA-BDRC

The winning entry had well laid-out, clever objectives,

backed up by a clear strategy and an execution that was

clearly liked by their target audience. They made impressive

use of a relatively limited budget, through having a good

understanding of their market and their USP’s. The campaign

was well put together and produced impressive results.

Judges Comments

Entry Showcase



Winner: The Elms Hotel & Spa, Worcestershire

Best Website - Sponsored by Clockwork Marketing

Following its extensive refurbishment this hotel tasked their

agency with creating a new website that would act as a

fitting extension of the new brand. Designed to target the

local and staycation markets – and especially those with an

interest in wellness and luxury travel – the resulting website

not only was strong aesthetically, with its strong themes of

nature and especially botanicals, but was also conversion-

led, assisting with the hotel’s goal of driving direct traffic to

the booking engine.

Launched in June last year, the new website has delivered

impressive results in its first 9 months, including a significant

increase in online room sales and a massive growth in direct,

rather than OTA bookings.

The judges said that they loved the eccentricity of the

website design, the ability to maximise e-commerce through

booking of rooms, spa, dining and even retail all on the one

booking platform, and many different guest experiences

whilst on the site, including on-screen “from” pricing for the

different room types and the transparency of the hotel’s

calendar approach to pricing per day. 

Judges Comments

Along with staff and property, we know that a website is one

of the most important assets for a hotel, it is most often the

first touch point a customer has with a brand and that’s why

impact matters. By sponsoring the Best Website Award,

we’re celebrating the success of standout hotel websites that

captures the imagination of online guests and leads the to

make a direct purchase.

The winner of this year’s award showcased key messaging to

highlight their brand identity whilst engaging the customer

along the user journey which has resulted in increased

website traffic, and no doubt more direct bookings. Well

done to everyone at Elms Hotel and Spa on your

achievement! 

Sponsor Comments





Winner: Apex Hotels - Find Yourself Here

Best Leisure Marketing - Sponsored by Net Affinity

The winning entry had ambitious objectives, a comprehensive strategy and outcomes, with a well-executed, multi-channel approach.

The campaign showed strong evidence of business growth, with clear results against specified metrics, including significant growth in

direct web bookings. The judges applauded the campaign name, the way the story was told and the fact that the campaign was

developed and implemented by a relatively small and young in-house Marketing team.

Judges Comments

Entry Showcase





Winner: Carden Park Hotel & Spa - TikTok Romantic Breaks

Best Social Media Campaign - Sponsored by PicPR

There were some very impressive entries in this category

prompting lengthy discussions between the judges. But, they

expressed concerns about the disconnect both between

objectives and results and between objectives and the

judging criteria in many entries. Entrants, even including the

winning entry would do well to revisit SMART objectives,

they said!

However, the winning entry had developed clear aims, a

well-developed strategy and built upon their on-going

success in this little-used channel, in the hotel industry. The

campaign demonstrated the huge potential impact of social

media, when cleverly structured and targeted at very specific

markets. They also maintained focus on driving that traffic to

their own website and ultimately to bookings.

Judges Comments

Social media is a fundamental piece of the marketing mix

and one with perhaps the most potential to reach huge

audiences. We're delighted to sponsor the category in the

HMA awards as we're such firm believers in the value it

brings to brands and marketers alike. The winner in the

category for 2023, Carden Park Hotel & Spa, set a

tremendous example as to how hotels and other hospitality

venues can embrace comparatively new platforms such as

TikTok to maximise their marketing efforts and become

trendsetters in their field. Carden Park's TikTok engagement

is phenomenal and the venue has firmly established itself as

one of the UK's most prominent venues on the app, proving

an inspiration to others as to what's achievable.

Sponsor Comments



Entry Showcase



Winner: Amy Gillin, PicPR

Agency Young Marketer of the Year - Sponsored by HBD Partners

The winner showed an understanding of SMART objectives,

provided a well clear strategy and results. They showed they had

been integral to the campaigns provided and had an

understanding of the industry. Clearly appreciated by their

clients, the judges particularly noted the candidate had a long

term approach to the client relationship not just tactical solutions.

HBD Partners are committed to recognising and nurturing

emerging talent within the hospitality sector. By supporting the

Young Agency Marketer of the Year Award at the HMA’s we aim

to encourage innovation, creativity, and excellence in hospitality

marketing, fostering a dynamic industry where young

professionals can thrive and contribute to the continued success

of our exciting sector.

We felt that Amy exemplified what this emerging talent looks like.

She demonstrates accomplished stakeholder management skills

with high levels of communication, which enables her to build a

clear picture of the businesses she is working with and what they

are trying to achieve, as well as gaining her client’s trust. There

was clear evidence of just how engaged Amy is in the hospitality

industry and the desire to promote its success. We are excited to

watch her career flourish in the future.

Judges Comments

Sponsor Comments

Entry Showcase





Winner: Kate Brammer, Marriott International

Young Marketer of the Year - Sponsored by For-Sight

This candidate showed clear results, the use of marketing channels, data driven marketing and evidence of innovative thinking.

Judges also felt that their passion for the industry came over in their entry and was dedicated to their role. They were impressed with

their personal development, evidencing that they were using this new learning not only to improve their own results but to teach

others across their team and wider stakeholders. Judges’ comments included that this candidate was ‘impressive on every level’ and

asked the question if they had time to sleep?

Judges Comments

Entry Showcase




